
Sports and Talent festival "Taurenis" 2022

TALENT COMPETITION REGULATIONS

1. Goal:
1.1. The goal of the talent competition is to find bright and attractive students,

motivate them to develop their skills and promote creative growth.
2. Participants:

2.1. The performance can be presented individually or in a group (maximum number
of participants in a group is 8).

2.2. A participant can be:
2.2.1. RSU or other HEI student;
2.2.2. RSU employee;
2.2.3. RSU SP old member.

2.3. Participants can present talents in various fields: music, dance, illusionist tricks,
acting, recitation, comic performances, etc.

2.4. Each participant must indicate on the application form the purpose for which the
cash prize will be used in the event of a win.

2.5. The competition has a limited number of performances - a maximum of 10
performances.

3. Place and time:
3.1. The event will take place at "RSU Sports Base", Taurene Parish, Cēsis Region

on June 4, 2022. Talent competition starts at 7 pm.

4. Task:
4.1. Participants must prepare a performance of up to 5 minutes.
4.2. Participants are obliged to send the required list of technical support to the stage

manager at least 3 days before the competition.
4.3. In case you need to play an audio file, such as performance music, you need to

send it to the stage manager at least 3 days before the competition, as well as
insert it into an additional USB memory stick and take it with you.

5. Jury:
5.1. Participants will be judged by a jury consisting of:

5.1.1. Representative from direction of  RSU;
5.1.2. Representative from direction of  ISA;
5.1.3. RSU SP (ex-member);
5.1.4. Independent expert.



6. Evaluation criteria:
6.1. Participants' performances will be judged according to the following criteria:

6.1.1. the artistic quality of the performance;
6.1.2. stage image;
6.1.3. originality;
6.1.4. the performance time of the performance in accordance with the

regulations;
6.1.5. stage performance.

6.2. Each criterion is rated from 1 to 5, with 1 indicating a weak score and 5
indicating an excellent score. The results are determined from the highest mean
mark.

7. Rewarding:
7.1. The award ceremony will take place immediately after the end of the talent show.
7.2. The three best performers will be rewarded with cash and physical prizes from

sponsors.
7.3. A performance will be selected, which will be rewarded with a spectator

sympathy award via the polys.me website.

8. Application conditions:
8.1. Check-in is from May 9 at 10 a.m. to May 23 p.m. 23.59, by filling in the

application form on the RSU SP website - sp.rsu.lv/taurenis-2022;
8.2. Upon application, a participation fee of 5.00 EUR and, if necessary, a bus ticket /

tickets of 8.00 EUR / 1 person must be paid:
8.3. Payment can be made on the aula.lv website (the exact link will be included in

the confirmation email);
8.4. The participation fee must be paid no later than May 27 at 23.59;
8.5. In case the participant is not approved for participation in the event, but has paid

the participation fee, the money will not be returned.

NB! Participants in the sports section do not have to pay for participation in the Talent
Competition.

Contacts and additional information:

Stage Manager:

Krista Velta Purbērziņa

email: krista.v.purberzina@gmail.com



phone 28238346

Project manager:

Paula Kārkliņa

e-mail: paula.karklina99@gmail.com

phone 26557180


